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What is Intelligence?

Intelligence has been defined in many ways to include the capacity for logic, 
understanding, self-awareness, learning, emotional knowledge, reasoning, 
planning, creativity, and problem solving. It can be more generally described as 
the ability to perceive or infer information, and to retain it as knowledge to be 
applied towards adaptive behaviors within an environment or context. 
Intelligence is most widely studied in humans but has also been observed in 
both non-human animals and in plants. Intelligence in machines is called 
artificial intelligence, which is commonly implemented in computer systems
using programs.Wiki 2018.
intelligentia or intellēctus, from the verb intelligere=Verstehen=Comprendre, 

Nouri 1987



Artificial Intelligence
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User Interface 
NLP etc.

Knowledge Base

Knowledge Engineer

Knowlege Acquisition

Domain Expert
KDD/Data Mining Inference Engine

System Engineer



Knowledge Discovery Tasks

Primary Data Mining(Machine Learning) Tasks

1.Associations Rules
2.Classifications Rules
3.Characterisations Rules
4.Clustering
5.Tree/Rule Induction
6.Random Forest
7.Sequencing
8.Regression
9.Neuronal Network
10.Etc.



Knowledge Base



Aufbau Knowledge Based System

• User Interface: Schnittstelle für Benutzer 
um mit dem Knowledge Based System zu 
arbeiten, hier kommt Natural Language 
Processing, usw.
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Wozu “Inference”?

1. Folgerungen aus bestehendem Wissen 
sind wichtig für Entscheidungen.

2. Steuern die Funktionen des Knowledge 
Based Systems

3. Strategien für Folgerungen

4. Suchstrategien

5. Uncertainty
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Speed

Distance 

Brake

Uncertainty Management



Uncertain Reasoning Techniques

1. Fuzzy Logic
2. Baysian Networks
3. Meycin
4. Rough Set Theory
5. Genetic Algorithm
6. Neural Network
7. Etc.



Inference Engine

1. Logik-basierter Mechanismus

2. Stellt die Funktionen des Systems zur 
Verfügung

3. Uncertainty Management(Fuzzy, Mycin usw)

4. Implementiert als Software-Komponente

5. Strategies of reasonning
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Strategies of reasonning

There are many other strategies of reasoning. Forward and backward
reasoning is a hybrid approach combining the two and referred to as the
bidirectional approach. Then there is monotonic reasoning where once a fact
has been established it cannot be altered. In contrast, non-monotonic
reasoning is where facts can be altered once established, thus facilitating the
inference of tentative conclusions which may later be abandoned as a result of,
for example, new conflicting information.

Another way to contrast approaches is deductive reasoning, which reaches 
conclusions from the general to the specific but monotonically; while inductive 
reasoning concludes from the special to the general.

Other reasoning strategies include common-sense reasoning, which infers with 'little 
overhead from a lot of knowledge'; default reasoning, which concludes from standard or 
expected values for lack of better knowledge; example-driven reasoning, which builds a 
decision tree from a knowledge-base containing representative case studies; and 
expectation-driven reasoning, where the number of valid facts increases monotonically, i.e. 
no facts become invalid.



Strategies of Search

• Search in the Inference Diagram, 
Knowledge Space can be based on: 
Heuristic Search, Backtracking, Backward 
chaining, Forward chaing, Breadth-/Depth-
First Search,Generate and Test etc.
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AI Example Animals



AI Example Animals

• Programm, mit welchem ein Tier 
identifiziert werden kann

• Besitzt eine Knowledge Base, welche 
grundlegende Informationen und Regeln 
beinhaltet

• Die Inference Engine stellt die Funktionen 
zur Verfügung, indem die Knowledge Base 
durchsucht wird
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Inference Diagramm
or Knowledge Space



Top goal: Animal



Mammal
P1: If the animal has hair, then it is a mammal.

P2: If the animal gives milk, then it is a mammal.

Rules from Experts



Bird
P3: If the animal has feathers, then it is a bird.

P4: If the animal flies, and it lays eggs, then it is a bird.



Carnivore
P5: If the animal is a mammal, and it eats meat, then it is a carnivore.

P6: If the animal is a mammal, it has pointed teeth, it has claws, and its 
eyes point forward, then it is a carnivore.



Ungulate
P7: if the animal is a mammal, and it has hoofs. 

then it is an ungulate.

P8: if the animal is a mammal,and it chews cud, 

then it is an ungulate,and it is even toed.



Cheetah
P9: if the animal is a carnivore, it has a tawny 
color, and it has dark spots then it is a cheetah.



Tiger
P10: if the animal is a carnivore, it has a tawny 
color, and it has black stripes, then it is a tiger.



Giraffe.

P11: if the animal is an ungulate, it has long 
legs and a long neck,it has a tawny color, and it 
has dark spots,then it is a giraffe.



Zebra

P12: if the animal is an ungulate, it has a white 
color,and it has black stripes,then it is a zebra.



Ostrich

P13: if the the animal is a bird,it does not fly,it 
has long legs and a long neck, and it is black 
and white, then it is an ostrich.



penguin

P14: if the animal is a bird, it does not fly, it 
swims, and it is black and white, then it is a 
penguin.



albatross

P15: if the animal is a bird and it is a good 
flyer then it is an albatross



Elephant

P16: How would you identify an elephant?



Knowledge Base Ready
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/* Recognition process : discover animal's name */

recognition(X):- rule(N, X, Y, Z), discover(Z), found(rule),
conclusion(X,Y,N), recognition(Y),
retractall(fact(_,_)).

recognition(_):- retract(rule), write('Done.'),nl.

recognition(_):- write('Don"t know this animal.'),nl.

found(X):- X,!.
found(X):- assert(X).

/* Discovering process */
discover([]).
discover([X|Y]):- ask(X), discover(Y).

ask(X):- fact(X,Yes),!.
ask(X) :- fact(X, no),!, fail. 
ask(c1):- write('has it hair?'), nl,!, complete(c1).
ask(c2):- write('does it give milk?'), nl,!, complete(c2).
ask(c3):- write('has it featherS?'), nl,!,complete(c3).
ask(c4):- write('does it fly?'), nl, !,complete(c4).
ask(c5):- write('does it lay eggs?'), nl, !, complete(c5).
ask(c6):- write('does it eat meat?'), nl, !, complete(c6).
ask(c7):- write('has it pointed teeth?'), nl, !, complete(c7).
ask(c8):- write('has it claws?'), nl, !, complete(c8).
ask(c9):- write('has it eyes pointing forward?'), nl,!, complete(c9).
ask(c10):- write('has it hoofs?'),nl, !, complete(c10).
ask(c11):- write('does it chew cud?'),nl,!, complete(c11).
ask(c12):- write('has it a tawny color?'),nl,!, complete(c12).
ask(c13):- write('has it dark spots?'),nl, !, complete(c13).
ask(c14):- write('has it black stripes?'), nl, !, complete(c14).
ask(c15):- write('has it long legs?'),nl,!, complete(c15).



ask(c16):- write('has it a long neck?'), nl, !, complete(c16).
ask(c17):- write('has it a white color?'), nl,!, complete(c17).
ask(c18):- write('does it not fly?'), nl, !, complete(c18).
ask(c19):- write('is it black and white?'),nl,!, complete(c19).
ask(c20):- write('does it swim?'),nl, !, complete(c20).
ask(c21):- write('is it a good flyer?'),nl,!, complete(c21).

complete(X):- read(Y), assert(fact(X,Y)), Y=yes.

/* Conclusion of the recognition process */
conclusion(X, Y, N):- nl, tab(4), write('--- the '), write(X),

write(' is a '), write(Y), write(' by rule'),
write(N), nl, nl.

/* Description process: discover animal's properties */
description(X):- rule(N, Y, X, Z), description1(Y,L,[]),

conclusion1(X, L, Y, Z, N).
description(_):- nl,write('Don''t know this animal.'),nl.
description1(Y, L, Ls):-rule(_, X, Y,_), description1(X, L, [X|Ls]) .
description1(_,L,L).

/* Conclusions of the description process */
conclusion1(X, L, Y, Z, N):- nl, write('a '),write(X),

write(' is an '),
output(L), write(Y),
write('satisfying conditions: '),nl,
output(Z), nl,write('by rule '),
write(N), write(' .') .

output([]).
output( [A|B] ) :- write(A), tab(1), output(B).



Beispiel
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Conclusion

• You need to apply AI to another Field!

• You will learn all the AI aspects most 
based on Examples!

• Specific Projects
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Cuestiones

Fragen
Questions

Questioni


